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 Sensitive vibration alarm mode

 Electronic fence alarm can be set up

 Less than 20 meters of GPS positioning accuracy

 Universal support 4G network

 Stealth design of embedded inside the battery

 Less than 1-10 mA, low power dissipation

Technical characteristics Product advantage

 stealth design: embedded internal battery, no 

difference with normal battery in appearance;

 network support : 4G network;

 active alarm: vibration alarm, SMS 

notification real-time.

Note: GPS battery as passive anti-theft products, there is no guarantee that 100% are traceable to the theft of the 

battery

Solution 1:“GPS+4G”

Introduction: By configuring GPS module inside the battery, real-time tracking, positioning can be achieved, and 

stolen battery can be retrieved.



Advantage in use

55%

40%

Stealth installation



Advantage in use

Precise positioning accuracy
 Low standby power dissipation

Backup battery input module hibernation power 

consumption 5uA



Advantage in use

Real-Time vibration alarm Platform management



Advantage in use

Mobile app to view in time WeChat focus on device information



Solution 2: Communication anti-theft
Introduction:

Software communication anti-theft is established by communication between BMS and controller. It will make the battery unavailable 

after being stolen and lose its use value.

Functional description:

When the battery is stolen, the battery loses communication with the controller. BMS will send a signal to disconnect the MOS tube

after a certain time delay, indicating that the battery has been locked.

When the battery is recovered, it can automatically or manually resume communication with the switching power supply/controller. 

BMS of the battery pack will send control instructions to close the discharge circuit and resume normal function.

Unlock
Lock



Advantage:

Low cost: Software communication anti-theft does not need to add any hardware, can play a role in anti-theft 

protection of battery.

Convenient maintenance: Custom-defined anti-theft function can be turned on or off according to customer 

requirements, and communication recovery can be set according to customer requirements.



Solution 3: Anti-theft of gyro

Introduction:The gyro can judge whether the battery has been moved or not to know whether the battery has been 

stolen. If the battery is tilted beyond the set angle in the process of handling or moving, BMS sends control signal to 

disconnect the discharge MOS FET.When the battery is retrieved and re-installed in a fixed position, the battery is 

unlocked by a computer or controller. BMS sends control instructions to close the discharge MOS FET, and the battery 

will return to normal.

Characteristic: 

1. Increase cost only slightly

2. User-defined gyroscope definitions (angle, displacement)

3. Customers can use the software after the battery is recovered and unlocked.



Anti-theft Instructions for Gyro

When the anti-theft function of the battery is turned on (in 

the direction of Y axis), the deviation angle of the battery 

exceeds "α" by default of 30°.



Solution 4: Physical cabinet anti-theft

• Brief introduction: Electronic lock and clasp are installed in the cabinet and the 

bottom of battery to realize physical anti-theft, which can greatly improve the 

difficulty of battery theft.

• Advantages: easy installation

• Operation instructions: When the battery is installed in the cabinet, the clasp 

at the bottom of the battery is locked with the spring lock in the cabinet; after 

the lock, the battery can not be removed from the front side of the cabinet;

• When after-sales personnel need to change batteries, they can unlock the 

electronic lock by unlocking the card/key.



Solution 5: Warning labels

• Introduction: By placing various warning labels on the outside of battery panels and cabinets, thieves can be scared off.


